Italian Consensus Conference on Guidelines for preoperative treatment in acetabular fractures
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Abstract. Preoperative management of acetabular fracture is a major problem and no consensus has been reached in literature on the optimal treatment of this problem. We present the results of the First Italian Consensus Conference on Acetabular fracture. An extensive review of the literature has been undertaken by the organizing committee and forwarded to the panel. Members were appointed by surgical experience with acetabular fractures. From November 2017 to January 2018, the organizing committee undertook the critical revision and prepared the presentation to the Panel on the day of the Conference. Then 11 recommendations were presented according to the 11 submitted questions. The Panel voted the recommendations after discussion and amendments with the audience. Later on, a second debate took place in September 2018 to reach a unanimous consent. We present results of the following questions: does hip dislocation require reduction? Should hip reduction be performed as soon as possible? In case of unsuccessful reduction of the dislocation after attempts in the emergency department, how should it be treated? If there is any tendency toward renewed dislocation, how should it be treated? Should Computed Tomography (CT) scan be performed before reduction? Should traction be used? How can we treat the pain? Is preoperative ultrasound exam to rule out vein thrombosis always necessary? Is tranexamic acid intravenous (IV) preoperatively recommended? Which antibiotic prophylactic protocols should be used? Is any preoperative heterotopic ossification prophylaxis suggested? In this article we present the indications of the First Italian Consensus Conference: a hip dislocation should be reduced as soon as possible. If unsuccessful, surgeon may repeat the attempts optimizing the technique. Preoperative CT scan is not mandatory before reduction. Skeletal traction is not indicated in most of the acetabular fracture. Standard pain and antibiotic prophylactic protocols for trauma patient should be used. Preoperative ultrasound exam is not recommended in all acetabular fracture. Tranexamic acid should be preoperatively used. There is no indication for preoperative heterotopic ossification. (www.actabiomedica.it)
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Background

Acetabular fractures are rare injuries in heterogeneous patient groups, making it difficult to develop adequately powered prospective studies. In the last decades literature has been able to describe epidemiology, fracture classifications, experience based protocols of surgical treatment and outcomes but, despite the strong interest of clinicians and researchers in this topic, there is still no evidence to guide the preoperative management of those fractures. At the moment there is no consensus about reduction of the femoral head in case of dislocations, timing of reduction, algorithm in case of unsuccessful reduction and/or instability after reduction, timing of preoperative CT scan, indication for skeletal traction, pain management and antibiotic prophylactic protocols, screening with vein sonography to rule out vein thrombosis, use of tranexamic acid in acetabular fracture and the preoperative heterotopic ossification prophylaxis.

Background of the Italian consensus conference on guidelines for preoperative treatment of acetabular fractures

The first “Italian Consensus Conference on Guidelines for preoperative treatment in acetabular fractures” was organized by the Italian Pelvic Club in Turin, on February 2th 2018, with the participation of 21 national experts. The selection was based on their Hirsch index, the number of publications concerning Acetabular fractures and experience in the clinical evaluation, medical treatment and rehabilitation of those injuries. Furthermore, the experts were not representing any organization. All experts who participated in the Consensus Conference are included as the authors of this report. This paper represents the synthesis of the Italian Consensus Conference on Guidelines for Preoperative Treatment of acetabular fractures.

Methods

An Organizing Committee (OC) from the Turin Trauma Center (Italy) was established to organize a National Consensus Conference on preoperative management of acetabular fractures. Regulations in order to conduct the Consensus Conference (CC) were adopted from “The Methodological Manual – How to Organize a Consensus Conference” (1). Levels of evidence (LoE) come from Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine (2).

Eleven specific questions were addressed regarding the main problems related preoperative treatment of acetabular fracture:

1. Does hip dislocation requires reduction?
2. Should hip reduction be performed as soon as possible?
3. In case of unsuccessful reduction of the dislocation after attempts in the emergency department, how should it be treated?
4. If there is any tendency toward renewed dislocation, how should it be treated?
5. Should Computed Tomography (CT) scan be performed before reduction?
6. Should traction be used?
7. How can we treat the pain?
8. Is preoperative ultrasound exam to rule out vein thrombosis always necessary?
9. Is tranexamic acid intravenous (IV) preoperatively recommended?
10. Which antibiotic prophylactic protocols should be used?
11. Is any preoperative heterotopic ossification prophylaxis suggested?

Prior to the Consensus Conference, two authors (AA and MN) independently performed a Higher Health Institute systematic literature review according to PRISMA statements (3).

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms were used with the search string: “Acetabular” and (“Fracture” “hip dislocation” or “hip reduction” or “Computed Tomography” or “traction” or “pain” or “vein thrombosis” or “Tranexemic acid” or “antibiotic” or “heterotopic ossification”). These terms were sequentially searched using the following databases: MEDLINE, PubMed, EMBASE, Scopus, and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Databases were accessed through CTO hospital in Turin, Italy.
Inclusion criteria consisted of published studies pertinent to our research question between the years 1991 and 2017. We limited our results to humans and to papers published in the English language.

Study designs consisting of clinical trials, case control studies; retrospective observational studies, systematic review, prospective study, Cochrane database systematic review and case series were included.

Exclusion criteria were: publication in other languages, conferences, abstracts, thesis, unpublished reports and commercial advertisements were excluded.

Initially titles of articles which met the inclusion criteria, were screened for primary inclusion and exclusion. All the abstracts obtained were further evaluated for acceptability. The full texts of articles, which met the relevance and inclusion criteria, were obtained and reviewed, paying particular attention to relevance to our research questions. Manual cross-reference search of relevant studies was performed and the related relevant papers were also retrieved. The acquisition of articles is summarized in the flow diagram (Figure 1).

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram
After the literature searches, the authors provided a comprehensive summary document divided into 11 sections:

1. Reduction of dislocation
2. Timing of reduction
3. Unsuccessful reduction
4. Instability after reduction
5. CT timing
6. Skeletal traction
7. Pain management
8. Ultrasound exam to rule out vein thrombosis
9. Tranexamic acid in acetabular fracture
10. Antibiotic prophylactic protocols
11. Heterotopic ossification prophylaxis

This document was delivered in advance (15 days) to each expert participating at the CC and was considered as a starting point for the discussion. Two authors had the role of facilitator (MN) and chairman (AA) during the CC.

During the discussion, each document was initially presented by the facilitator (MN); followed by a plenary discussion guided by the chairman (AA) and finally approved by a vote.

The CC participants voted for each document, utilizing a Likert scale of 0–10, where 0 reflected complete disagreement, 5 neither agreement nor disagreement and 10 complete agreement. The discussions continued until a mean score of >7.5 was reached and the voting process enabled the chairman to interrupt the discussion if in his opinion final decision could not be reached.

The third and the sixth documents required respectively four and three separate discussions of subparts and voting rounds. During the discussions, the document was modified and then the final version was voted on. When reached, the consensus has been reached in all cases at the end of each discussion phase, where the majority of participants reached an agreement (i.e. when a mean score of >7.5 was reached). The voting results for each document are shown in Table 1. Later on, a second debate took place to reach a unanimous consent on the text of the present manuscript.

### Table 1. Level of evidence and voting results for each question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
<th>Voting score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>8 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>5 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10 ± 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section 1 Reduction of dislocation

Acetabular fractures occur in 70% of patients with traumatic hip dislocations. Anterior and posterior dislocations are present in respectively in 10% and 90% of acetabular fractures (4). Several authors demonstrated that reduction in the emergency department might reduce the risk of avascular necrosis (AVN) of femoral head and sciatic nerve injury.

**Recommendation: hip dislocations are orthopedic emergencies and require prompt reduction**

Footnote: all the authors agreed that acetabular fractures associated with central (medial) dislocation of the femoral head do not benefit from reduction

### Section 2 Timing of reduction

An increased length of time before reduction of a simple hip dislocation (without acetabular fracture) has been associated with an increased incidence of avascular necrosis (5, 6). The reason for the difference
between the effect of timing of reduction between a simple hip dislocation and hip dislocation with acetabular fracture is unclear (7, 8). Previous studies have documented an osteonecrosis rate of 4.8% in patients who were reduced in less than 6 hours, whereas a 52.9% rate was seen in hips reduced after 6 hours from injury (9). In contrast, it has also been hypothesized that the incidence of AVN is independent from the time of reduction, but is the consequence of the severity of the initial injury (8).

**Recommendation:** reduce anterior or posterior hip dislocations as soon as possible

### Section 3 Unsuccessful reduction

Roughly 2% to 15% of hip traumatic dislocations are irreducible. The reasons for irreducible dislocation include inadequate sedation, buttonholing through the joint capsule, and interposition of muscle or bone fragments (5, 10).

In these cases, several options are proposed in literature: the surgeon may repeat attempts at closed reductions, may perform an open reduction without definitive fixation, may use a skeletal traction or a bridging external fixator or he may consider open reduction and internal fixation as definitive treatment.

Repeating the attempt optimizing the technique may be the first choice and three suggestions have been made in literature. A deeper sedation of the patient may facilitate the reduction; reduction under control of image intensifier may be easier. The use of Schanz screw placed in the proximal femur may increase the force of the reduction manoeuvre.

Repeated attempts may damage the articular surface further because there is often a large exposed raw cancellous bone surface at the intact ilium, which may injure the cartilage on the femoral head further. Furthermore repeated attempts to reduce the hip can result in additional lesion to the articular surface of the femoral head. Furthermore repeated attempts at close reduction can lead to greater displacement of the acetabular fracture, or can cause more bleeding in case of associated pelvic injuries.

All those improvement of the reduction technique are not evidence based.

Even open reduction without fixation, skeletal traction and bridging external fixator can be recommended on the base of literature (5, 11).

Eventually, early definitive management with internal fixation has been advocated by some authors but this suggestion contrasts with the necessity of these fractures to be treated by selected centers experienced in acetabular fracture.

**Recommendation:**

If hip reduction is not successful in the emergency department,

1. Surgeon may repeat attempts at closed reductions optimizing the technique (under general anesthesia, under image intensifier, using Schanz screw)
2. Open reduction without definitive fixation should be avoided
3. In case of unsuccessful reduction in the hip reduction skeletal traction is not useful
4. Surgeon can consider early definitive management with fixation and restoration of acetabular stability

Footnote: the authors agreed that repeating reduction attempts present a low rate of complications and are necessary in complex cases.

### Section 4 Instability after reduction

After reduction of fracture-dislocation, the hip can be unstable. The most common reason is a large posterior wall fracture or a superior posterior wall fragment or both. In such cases, femoral skeletal traction or bridge external fixation have been proposed (12).

However, there isn’t any evidence that support the use of these two techniques. Furthermore indications and contraindications of the external fixator for acetabular fractures have not yet been established in clinical practice (13).
Recommendation: the authors were not able to find a consensus about treatment in case if severe instability after reduction. Otherwise the authors suggested treating these types of injuries as early as possible.

Section 5 Timing of CT scan

CT scan is without any doubt the gold standard for detecting fractures not visible at standard x-ray, especially in acetabular fracture (14).

The utility of the CT scan is to identify any posterior wall acetabular fractures, anterior or posterior or acetabular lip fractures, intra-articular loose bodies, or a nonconcentric reduction.

Several studies demonstrate the importance of CT imaging in the evaluation of patients requiring surgery for acetabular fracture (operative vs. non-operative; Open Reduction Internal Fixation (ORIF) vs. Total Hip Arthroplasty) (14). CT imaging is superior to plain radiographs in detecting significant findings (10).

In acetabular fracture dislocation, if possible, Judet views, inlet and outlet views of the pelvis, and a CT scan should precede the reduction procedure to identify concomitant bony injury and possible obstacles (bony fragments) to reduction (15).

Some authors (16, 17) suggested to perform a CT pre and post reduction to better study the presence of intrarticular fragments but those protocols presents also the advantages of either a major radiologic exposure either they require more time.

Recommendation: preoperative CT scan is not mandatory before reduction

Section 6 Skeletal traction

Optimal preoperative management of acetabular fractures is a matter of debate and skeletal traction is still often performed in major orthopedic centers despite the lack of scientific value for this treatment. The goals (and the possible advantages) of this procedure are decreasing pain and avoiding further displacement of a fracture’s fragments. Furthermore, this procedure may reduce intra-articular pressure thus preventing articular cartilage and femoral head necrosis (5, 7). Notwithstanding, Handoll et al conducted an important meta-analysis showing how traction does not present better results in patients with fracture of the proximal femur compared to an abstention treatment (18). Up to date, no studies have ever evaluated the efficacy of pre-operatory traction on acetabular fractures.

Recommendation:

1. Skeletal traction is not necessary in all acetabular fracture
2. Traction is not necessary after reduction of a fracture dislocation
3. Traction may be helpful in case of poor pain control

Section 7 Pain management

To our knowledge, no evidence-based protocols or guidelines have been published so far, addressing effectiveness and safety issues of pain management in acetabular fractures (19).

Recommendation: Pain management protocols for long bone fractures may be used also for acetabular fracture

Section 8 Ultrasound exam for Thromboembolism prophylaxis

Pelvic and acetabular fractures have been identified as risk factors for deep venous thrombosis (DVT) and thromboembolic complications. The incidence varies from 6 percent to as high as 54 percent (20, 21).

For major trauma patients, the American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) authors recommend the routine use of Low-molecular-weigh heparin (LMWH) (grade 1A) or the use of mechanical prophylaxis alone if LMWH is contraindicated (grade 1B).

They recommend against the routine use of duplex ultrasound for screening for asymptomatic DVT (grade 1B); however, screening of high-risk patients (including pelvic fractures) who had received suboptimal or no prophylaxis received a grade 1C recommendation.
They also recommend against the use of inferior vena cava (IVC) filters as a method of prophylaxis (grade 1C).

Early medicaments prophylaxis can prevent deep vein thrombosis after pelvic trauma (22). Delayed applications due to pelvic operations are risk factors. In such cases duplex scanning should be performed routinely and postoperative medicaments prophylaxis should be increased. (23, 24)

Prophylaxis for DVT is effective but there is no evidence-based proof that it is also effective in reducing the risk of fatal pulmonary embolism.

It is appropriate to consider screening the pelvic veins with duplex ultrasound, magnetic resonance venography or contrast enhanced CT scans on high-risk patients, and to delay surgery when findings are positive (24).

Recommendation: preoperative ultrasound exam is not recommended in all acetabular fracture to prevent DVT and PE

Footnote: the authors agreed that a standard DVT prophylaxis should be given to patient with acetabular fractures.

Section 9 Tranexamic acid in acetabular fracture

Although there is a strong evidence for the use of antifibrinolytic drugs for acute traumatic injury, we are able to find only one recent paper studying their use in acetabular fractures:

the MATTERs study showed a lower mortality in the treatment group (patients who received tranexamic acid) despite patients being more severely injured. This benefit was not observed until after 48 h (25).

In long bone fractures, there was no evidence of an increased risk of vascular occlusive events. However, benefits were seen primarily if tranexamic acid was administered in the first 3 h after trauma and these agents are most effective within the first hour. In this early phase the risk of death due to bleeding can be decrease from 7.7 to 5.3 % (25).

Elements of their use that have yet to be fully defined included the dose regime, which lacked heterogeneity in the above studies, as well as the optimal timing of administration of agents (26).

The authors of the MATTERs study concluded that “the routine use of these agents with regard to pelvic and acetabular fracture surgery cannot be endorsed at this time” but “these agents remain a viable option in a multimodal approach to blood conservation in orthopedic surgery and there use may be considered on a case-specific basis by the operating surgeon and anesthetist” (27).

Recommendation: tranexamic acid is useful for reduction of blood loss in acetabular fracture

Section 10 Antibiotic prophylactic protocols

Suzuki et al. study showed 5.2% surgical site infection (SSI) in patients following acetabular fracture open reduction and internal fixation (including 10 deep infections and 7 superficial infections). Staphylococcus aureus was the most common causative pathogens in 9 patients, and was Methicillin-resistant in 3 patients. Enterococcus faecalis was found in 6 patients, Staphylococcus epidermidis in 3 patients, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Enterobacter cloacae in 2 patients each (28).

Fourteen of 17 patients developed their infection within 4 weeks after the fixation.

In Faizan Iqbal et al. study, the prevalence of SSI following fixation of acetabular fractures is 5.6%, which is comparable to other studies. Mayo founded the infection rate after acetabular fracture fixation of 4%. The most common organism found in these studies was Staphylococcus aureus, which was consistent with prior findings followed by S Staphylococcus epidermidis (29).

Compared with placebo or no antibiotics prophylactic antibiotics (both single-dose preoperatively and multi-dose perioperatively) are more effective at reducing the risk of postoperative deep wound infections and reducing the risk of superficial infections, urinary tract infections and respiratory infection (moderate quality evidence).

Many different antimicrobials were studied (all active against Staphylococcus aureus). Aside from short-acting single-dose regimens, indirect and direct comparisons show similar effectiveness of single- and multiple-dose regimens.
Operative-day (less than 24 hours) compared with longer-duration multiple-dose antibiotic regimens of less than 24 hours’ duration given on the day of operation and multiple-dose regimens in which antibiotics are given for more than 24 hours seem equally effective at reducing the risk of overall wound infections and deep wound infections in people having hip surgery (30).

**Recommendation:** antibiotic prophylactic protocols for long bone fracture may be used for acetabular fracture

### Section 11 Heterotopic ossification prophylaxis

The occurrence of heterotopic ossification has been reported in as many as 80% of patients with acetabular fractures fixed through a posterior approach. Well-established risk factors for the development of heterotopic ossification include posterior or extensile approaches to the acetabulum, T-type acetabular fractures, a high Injury Severity Score (ISS), a delay to surgery, a closed head injury, male sex, and trauma to the chest or abdomen (31, 32).

Two prophylactic modalities are accepted: anti-inflammatory drugs and irradiation.

Especially in the elderly population treatment with anti-inflammatory drugs like indomethacin or ibuprofen might be associated with undesirable effects like gastritis, bleeding, or renal damage (32).

Radiation therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing the risk of developing heterotopic ossification after open reduction and internal fixation of the acetabulum.

In comparing preoperative radiation therapy to postoperative radiation therapy, there is no difference in the frequency and severity of heterotopic ossification for patients with acetabular fracture (33).

Although postoperative prophylaxis is recommended in acetabular fracture presenting one or more risk factors, up to date there is no evidence to support the use of preoperative heterotopic ossification prophylaxis in acetabular fractures.

**Recommendation:** preoperative heterotopic ossification prophylaxis is not effective in acetabular fracture

Footnote: all the authors agreed that heterotopic ossification prophylaxis is recommended after fixation.

### Conclusions

According to the consensus, the authors strongly suggest that anterior and posterior hip dislocation even in presence of acetabular fracture should be reduced as soon as possible. If unsuccessful, surgeon may repeat the attempts optimizing the technique (deeper anesthesia, Schanz screw, image intensifier). This consensus was not able to give suggestion about treatment in case of instability after dislocation reduction. According to the authors, preoperative CT scan is not mandatory before reduction and skeletal traction is not indicated in most of the acetabular fracture; standard pain and antibiotic prophylactic protocols for long bone fractures should be used; preoperative ultrasound exam is not recommended in all acetabular fracture; tranexamic acid should be preoperatively used while there is no indication for preoperative ossification prophylaxis.
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